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allow them the use of everything which has been given
them, and which they cannot use to a bad purpose. 2.
In all physical matters we must help them, so as to supply
their deficiency of knowledge or strength. 3. We must
confine the assistance given to them exactly to what is
necessary, and pay no attention to mere humours or
foolish requests. 4. We must study carefully the speech
and signs of children so tha^ at an age when they cannot
misrepresen? themselves, we may distinguish in their
wishes between that which springs directly from nature
and that which is the result of imagination. We must not
be in too great a hurry to make children speak. It is
best that they should possess only a small vocabulary.
It is a disadvantage when the number of our words
exceeds the number of our ideas, when we can express
more than we can think. The practical good sense of
peasants springs to a great extent from the smallness of
their vocabulary. They have fewer ideas but a clearer
conception of their meaning.
A child learns*, at about the same time, to eat, to
speak, t® walk alone. Then begins the second period of
education. The child must begin to learn to suffer.
We must employ no leading strings, walking baskets, or
stuffed hats. The child must learn the limits of his nature
by enduring the pain of transgressing them. It is by this
means that we must teach obedience, not as a moral
duty. We must not reason with children of this age.
We must remember that they are merely children, and
not diminutive men. The first education must be purely
negative. It consists not in teaching to distinguish
"virtue and vice, but in securing the heart from faults and
the understanding from error. The educator is to be
the passive spectator of the work of nature. His duty
is to put the rhild on the track of discoveries which he is

